
Dasso XTR Exterior Fused Bamboo 

Process: 

 Thermo-treatment: Maso Bamboo is heated and held at peak temperature to extract sugars and organic materials 

 Processing: Thermo-treated bamboo fibers are compressed with heat and resin forming 4x6 sheets  

 Ripping and milling: Sheets are ripped into 1’’x 6’’x 6’ decking or rain screens and milled to include end matched 

joints, side grooves, reeds etc.  
 

Colour / Appearance: 

 Uniform grade guarantees clear all sides; smooth one side and reeded other for added design options 

 Consistent exotic brown and dark walnut tones throughout the thickness of the board with a straight grain; a similar 

colour to the original, highly sought after dark Ipe colour 
 

Durability: 

 Class A fire spread rating (better than Teak and Ipe) 

 Class 1 durability guarantees 25+ years of protection from rot and insects (same as Teak and Ipe)  

 Thermal process “cooks out” wood sugars, the food source for bacteria and mold, reducing rot 

 Bamboo's tensile strength is 28,000 psi versus 23,000 psi for mild steel 
 

Stability: 

 Thermally treated material is 7 times more stable than material without the treatment  

 Dimensional stability is improved (Less splinters, warp, check, bow, cup, expansion and contraction) 

 Thermal conductivity is reduced (surface temperature will remain at comfortable level) 

 Boards do not absorb moisture and are resistant to moisture related movement 

 Dasso XTR products may experience up to a 0.03mm expansion (Ipe can experience up to an 8.00mm expansion) 
 

User friendly designed to save time and money: 

 Boards are designed to be the same width as Ipe and competing exotic products for ease of use 

 Joint-End-Matched (JEM Joints) and clear material result in 98%+ material yield (reduced waste) 

 Easy to install 

 Machined end joints NOT required to rest on joists (saves on labour costs with less cutting/measuring) 

 Boards use TigerClaw TC120 clips and pre-milled side grooves to secure deck in place  

 The support system is framed with standard pressure treated materials 
 

Environmentally friendly: 

 Dasso XTR is a green, environmentally responsible product that qualifies for contribution towards LEED credits  

 More environmentally friendly than the tropicals, pressure treated, composite and other modification processes 

 Harvested from well-managed bamboo forests (full regeneration in 5 years) 

 

Dasso XTR is the most stable and durable bamboo decking on the market offering  

a composite product that looks and responds like a premium, tropical hardwood decking 

Decking - Rainscreens 


